Transiting Mars will be passing over a "negative" alignment with her natal Sun 90-degrees, which makes the transiting Sun's position "negative" and sending its negative energy to her natal Pluto the planet when "negative" shows loss of control over life's circumstances.

Hillary Clinton on Election Day shows Venus "negative" Pluto operating because transiting Venus is just going into the SIGN of Capricorn which shares its influence with transiting Mars in Capricorn.

Venus "negative" Pluto. Pluto represents "extremes" and relates to relationships, social events; anything out in the public's view is bound to cause serious difficulties. Pluto rules over love-hate relationships. Sun "negative" Pluto creates extremes and a loss of control over some life situation.

Donald Trump has transiting Mars just going into Aquarius in trine or 120-degrees to his natal Neptune and his natal Mars shares the same SIGN (Leo-Virgo) with natal Neptune (Virgo-Libra). This represents a very good indication of a very strong influence over his environment. Notice that his natal Jupiter the planet of "good fortune" is in the same SIGN as his natal Neptune (they share the same influence).

Jupiter "positive" Neptune heightens the senses where you are able to perceive truth and reality, sometimes even spiritual awakenings. Neptune provides sympathy for others; compassion and emotional happiness for helping other that are less fortunate. This influence brings about the unbelievable to happen in a beneficial way.
Transiting Venus on Election Day is just moving into Capricorn and blends strength with transiting Mars still in Capricorn and Mr. Trump has natal Saturn and Venus in conjunction or sharing the same influence and note that his natal Mercury always in Cancer joins this trio. Transiting Mercury is in trine or 120-degrees to his natal Saturn on Election Day.

**Mercury “positive” Saturn** gives a serious, self-reliant, organized individual where there is a willingness to work, especially long-term projects.
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